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DQM in CMS: Requirements 

ü  DQM should aggregate event level information that is sensitive to both detector and 
software (HLT) problems in one central place (web server). 

ü  Fast turn-around and small latency. Update of info frequently during runs. Quality tests 
up to every lumi-section. 

ü  Automatic alarms should notify about problems. 

ü  Synoptic overview of detector status (front page). 

ü  Shift level histograms. 

ü  Expert histograms. 

ü  The DQM information is key input to the creation of the good run list (aka JSON). 

ü  The web server should be accessible everywhere, not just inside P5. 

ü  DQM should be maintainable in a modular way by subsystems with fast updates outside 
regular release cycles. 

ü  DQM needs to run in spy mode, in order to  not interfere with the data taking. 
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DQM end to end 
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DQM in CMS 

The “DQM Framework” is currently Run-based and is 
logically divided in 2 main components: 

1.  Core Part, developed and maintained centrally; 

2.  subsystem-specific modules and histogram production 
software. 

All software is fully integrated in the standard CMS software 
framework (CMSSW): C++, python code. 

The Core components are required to compile also outside 
of CMSSW for usage/inclusion into the CMS DQM GUI, 
which is a standalone project. 
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DQM in CMS: Core Components 
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DQMStore is the shared 
container that holds al l 
Monitoring Information. 
 
The MonitorElement(ME) is 
the central monitoring tool 
ü  ROOT objects 
ü  Quality Information 
ü  Folder hierarchy 
ü  Flags 
 
DQMNet is the layer to ship 
monitoring information over 
network. 
 
DQMService ties DQMStore 
and DQMNet together. 



DQM in CMS: Subsystem-specific modules 
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ü  Each module, in turn, sees a fixed sequence of events raised by the framework. 
ü  Each module books the MonitorElements into the central DQMStore and receives back 

pointers to the newly created MEs. 
ü  Events are serially processed and the MonitorElements are properly filled. 
ü  At every End{Lumi,Run}, the corresponding MonitorElements are permanently written 

on disk. 
ü  In the case in which the DQMNet is available, all modified MonitorElements will push 

their changes to the other side of the network channel (GUI’s collector). 
ü  The harvesting step is similar in concept, but will only see Run and Lumi transitions and 

will only have access to MonitorElements, not to the events. 
ü  Quality tests are run in the harvesting in the end* transitions, depending on their 

configuration. 
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DQM Online 

Aim is eff icient detector and 
operation by giving detector and 
trigger status feedback to experts 
and shifters. 

Live display at ∆t ~ seconds plus 1TB 
space for the archive of recent runs 
accessible to the entire CMS in real 
time. 

~300k histograms produced on 
DQM cluster, ~50k shown in GUI.  

Provides CMS-wide real time access 
(experiment, CERN, remote) through 
web server (DQM GUI) 

Online results and initial data quality 
assessment are available to offline 
processing and analysis. 
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DQM Offline 
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Prompt Reconstruction, Calibrations, re-
reconstruction, simulation and release 
validation all use the same processing 
model. 
 
Histograms(ME) created in jobs, saved in 
normal data files, harvested periodically and 
merged into full statistics with DAQ, DCS info 
and finally tested for quality and summarised. 
 
Resulting histograms are uploaded to the GUI 
web server hosted at CERN, backed up to 
CASTOR/EOS and recent files copied to AFS. 
 
Final quality summary flags are stored into 
condition database for certification. 
 
Differences are in content and timing. Tier-0, 
Tier-1s re-determine detector status using full 
event statistics, full reconstruction, plus add 
monitoring for physics objects; Tier-0 ∆t ~ 48h, 
Tier-1s days+. CAF ∆t hours to days on Al-Ca 
entities. Validation verifies MC data. 
 



DQM and ROOT 

The DQM is a customer of a limited part of the ROOT framework, which however is 
central in overall picture. 

DQM, through MEs, currently handles only: 

ü  Strings, integers and floats; 

ü  TH{1,2,3}{S,F,D}; 

ü  TProfile{,2D}. 

The final DQM output file is a plain ROOT file, with an internal folder hierarchy (1 
folder per subdetector + service folders for by-LS certification) that can be opened in 
ROOT w/o any external library. 

Quality-test results&alarms are packed inside the ROOT file as “XML-like strings”, 
whose tag is the histogram’s name. 

Reference histograms, if any, can be put in a special “Reference” folder and linked to 
the original plots by full pathname. 

The same objects are internally supported by the CMS DQM GUI.  
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DQM GUI Architecture: C++, CherryPy, JS 
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General Design Render Plugins 



DQM GUI and ROOT 

ü  DQM GUI must be able to read and “interpret” all the ROOT 
objects that could be written in a standard DQM ROOT file. 

ü  We extract information from ROOT files but do not use them 
directly: all information is stored in/fetched from the DQM GUI 
index. 

ü  We ensure to be able to read old data storing also the ROOT 
StreamerInfo into our DQM GUI index and use it to read back 
old objects. 

ü  Several “ROOT macros” are “embedded” in the DQM GUI in 
the form of Render Plugins, which are applied based on regexp 
(render plugins lines of code O(20K): more than triplicate the C
++ webserver implementation O(6K)). 

ü  The server itself is decoupled from the ROOT rendering phase 
to ensure its stability. 
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DQM GUI APIs 

The DQM GUI is capable of exposing its index via many APIs 
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DQM now and in 2 years' time 

The DQM Framework performed well during LHC-Run 1 phase, 
yet some improvements are required to cope with foreseen 
changes in LHC conditions and to cope with the most recent 
technology trend. 

ü  On the CMSSW side we will have to adapt to the new Multi-
Core Multi-Thread design. 

ü  Possibility to quickly and easily combine several DQM ROOT 
files to have a Multi-Run view of DQM (across a Fill, a fixed 
period of time, a fixed Integrated Luminosity, etc…) 

ü  On the DQM GUI side we could profit from emerging 
technologies to move some of the rendering phase out of the 
server directly into the client. 
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CMSSW Multi-{Core,Thread} 

Global 

ü  Sees transitions on a ‘global’ scale 

ü  see begin of Run and begin of Lumi when source first reads them 
ü  sees end of Run and end of Lumi once all processing has finished for them 

ü  Multiple transitions can be running concurrently 
ü  two or more begin or end Runs (for different runs) 
ü  two or more begin or end Lumis 
ü  and end can be occurring while another begin is running 

Events are not seen ‘globally’ 

Stream 

ü  Processes transitions serially: begin run, begin lumi, events, end lumi, end run. 

ü  Multiple streams can be running concurrently each with own events. 
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DQM in Multi-{Core,Thread} 

The current design of the DQM Framework does not fit too well in 
the new schema: 

ü  DQMStore works as a giant globally shared memory 

ü  Same histograms are reused for different Runs and Lumis 

Possible solutions: 

q  Localize DQMStore to the Stream, make histograms local to 
streams 

q  Keep the current DQMStore design and have thread-safe 
operations (mostly Fill) on histograms. 

q  Separate DQM process from ReReco and keep it serial 
(extrema-ratio). 
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DQM in Multi-{Core,Thread}, (cont.) 

✘  Localize DQMStore to the Stream, make histograms local to 
streams 

✘  Increase the memory footprint 

✘  Requires an additional step to merge together different part of the 
same Run/LS. 

þ  Keep the current DQMStore design and have thread-safe 
operations on histograms. 

þ  Memory footprint does not grown more than the minimum necessary 

þ  No major changes in processing logic, DQM-wise 

✘  Separate DQM process from ReReco and keep it serial 
(extrema-ratio). 

✘  If everything else fails….. 
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DQM in Multi-{Core,Thread}, (cont.) 
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Threaded Framework Design Offline&Computing  Week 11/2012

Transitions
Minimal dependencies between transitions seen by a module
BeginStreams can’t run until BeginJob finishes
Stream’s BeginRun can’t run until Global’s BeginRun finishes
Global BeginLumi can’t run until Global’s BeginRun finishes
Stream’s BeginLumi can’t run until Global’s BeginLumi finishes
Global EndLumi can’t run until all Streams’ EndLumi’s finish
Global EndRun can’t run until all Streams’ EndRun finish
EndJob can’t run until all EndStreams have finished

NOTE
Global BeginLumi can happen before previous Global EndLumi is called
Same for BeginRun and EndRun
Stream transitions always occur in the ‘expected’ order
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? THn* ? ?? MultiRun-based histogram ??

Thread-safe operations on histograms implied everywhere



DQM in multi-run 

Many end-users of the DQM Framework are somehow asking if it 
would be possible to have DQM run on multiple runs to 
accumulate statistics (either fixed in integrated luminosity or in 
time). 

Besides the technicalities involved in doing this, there could be 2 
approaches: 

ü  D o i n g t h e s u m m i n g u p w i t h i n t h e C M S S W 
framework&workflows (not my favourite) 

ü  Summing up the final, plain DQM ROOT files: 

ü  This requires the ability to add several ROOT files with O(70K) 
histograms in O(50) {sub-,}folders in reasonable time/memory. 

ü  hadd so far did not scale. 
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DQM GUI and client-side rendering? 

In the past years the development of web-technologies has been incredible (AJAX, 
HTML5+CSS, SVG, faster JS engines, etc…). 

ü  Clearly the choice of a web approach for the CMS DQM GUI has been the  right one. 

We are already profiting of some of the technologies listed above, but we could do 
even more. 

If we offer our clients (browsers) data, not static PNGs, we achieve several goals: 

ü  Let the clients decide what the best way is to graphically represent data, e.g. 
using some open-source JS libraries (D3). 

ü  Outsource CPU from the server to the clients 

ü  Dynamically change the representation using JS code 

✘  Convert O(20K lines) C++ render plugins into JS  shift in mentality. 

ü  Exchange information between applications that could talk different languages 
besides ROOT using a universal format, like JSON. 
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DQM in CMS+ROOT: Conclusions 

ü  The DQM Framework in CMS has been a happy customer of a 
very limited portion of the ROOT Framework. 

ü  No major limitation have been observed with the current 
implementation (memory a-part, but that’d be another talk…) 

ü  Yet, there are many opportunities to improve the systems: 

ü  Multi-Core and Multi-Thread approach to data reconstruction and 
monitoring (DQM) 

ü  Possibility to sum up many histograms in many different files with 
great performance 

ü  Better exploitation of the “emerging” web technologies 

ü  We hope to have(keep) a fruitful collaboration with the ROOT 
team, to share our experience and to import others’ opinions 
and experience as well! 
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BACKUP SLIDES 
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DQM GUI 
A central component of the data quality monitoring system of the CMS Experiment 
is a web site for browsing data quality histograms. It guarantees authenticated 
Worldwide access. It is a single customizable application capable of delivering 
visualization for all the DQM needs in all of CMS, for all subsystems, for live data 
taking as much as archives and offline workflows. 
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DQM (GUI) in numbers 

Show some interesting statistics: 

ü O(15K) lines of C++ code (web server accelerator, render 
engine, index manipulation), O(5K) python lines and O(4K) 
javascript lines. 
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Quantity Offline Server RelVal Server Online Server

SAMPLES 264.383 31.587 16.042 

SOURCE FILES 303.580 31.744 387.298 

DATASETS 2.068 18.379 1 

CMSSW VERSIONS -- 90 -- 

UNIQUE OBJECTS (MEs) 913.174 1.649.086 346.448 

STREAMERS 1 1 2 

DISK SPACE (TB) 2.5 0.38 0.06 


